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Phylogenomics
(Phylogenetics based on genome-

scale data)
Could genome-scale data easily 
resolve phylogenetic problems? 
 Not necessarily!

Phylogenomics
• The longer the sequences, the smaller the 

sampling error becomes.
Apparently strong conclusion can be 
obtained.

• However, if the estimation is biased, an 
erroneous tree can be supported with a high 
confidence.  Bias of tree estimation caused by 
a model misspecification is an important 
problem in phylogenetics.
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Systematic errors in phylogenetic inference

• Long-branch-attraction (LBA)

Tree of Rodentia

・Myomorpha

・Sciuromorpha

・Hystricomprpha
Guinea-pig 長谷川政美(2011)

「新図説・動物の起源と進化」

八坂書房
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Rodents polyphyly?（齧歯類は多系統か？）

Rodents paraphyly
側系統

Crystalli MP 2 3 ML -0.4 -5.6
Lactalbu 5 MP 4 ML -4.2 -5.5
Hbα 4 8 MP -5.6 -10.5 ML
Hbβ 1 5 MP -0.5 -3.3 ML
NGF 1 5 MP ML -9.1 -2.2
Factor9 1 MP 3 -4.0 ML -3.8
Ribonucl 3 MP 2 -3.5 ML -3.0
Insulin 1 1 MP -1.6 ML -1.6
LipLipas 9 6 MP -3.1 ML -0.2
Lipocort 4 5 MP -8.2 -10.5 ML
total 17 20 MP -4.7

±16.0
-16.1
±14.0

ML

BP 0.0303 0.0108 0.9589 0.3608 0.0515 0.5877

Tree-1       Tree-2       Tree-3 Tree-1      Tree-2       Tree-3
Parsimony（節約法） Maximum-likelihood（最尤法）

Hasegawa et al. (1992) Nature 355, 595
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ML analysis of lipoprotein lipase (JTT-F model)

Tree-3

Tree-1 ΔlnL

Tree-2

Without Γ       With Γ
-1.5± 3.3        -0.3±2.1

-0.2±3.9         <-2,144.8>

<-2,159.6> -0.6±1.8

MP

+9

+6

Long branch leading to guinea-pig

Long branch attraction artifact
A

B
C

O
True tree
真の系統樹

A
C

B

O
Estimated tree
推定された系統樹

Long branch attraction
(Felsenstein 1978)

The longer the branch with many substitutions, the more extreme the underestimation 
of multiple-substitutions becomes, and accordingly two long branches tend to make a 
cluster erroneouly. The parsimony method ignores the multiple substitutions, and 
therefore  the method is affected most seriouly.  In the case of ML, when a simple 
model is used, the multiple substitutions are underestimated, but as a more realistic 
model is applied and as the species sampling becomes denser, the estimation 
becomes better.
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A

B

C

O
True tree

B2
B3

Even if the branch is long, the inclusion 
of closely related species, which cuts 
the long branch into short branches, 
could make the estimation of multiple 
substitutions correct, and could avoid 
the long-branch-attraction artifact.

Traditional tree
of Metazoa

New tree

Protocoelomate

Coelomate

Nematode

Arthropod
Ecdysozoa

Annelid
Lophotrochozoa

Vertebrate
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Delsuc, Brinkmann & Philippe (2005)

Blair et al. (2002) Philippe et al. (2005)
ML tree with the JTT+G model

Long-branch-attraction

Nematode
Fly
Human

Protocoelomate

Coelomate
Ecdysozoa
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Systematic errors in phylogenetic inference

• Long-branch-attraction (LBA)
• Heterogeneous tempo & mode of evolution 

among different genes

Diversity of Eutheria
真獣類的多様性
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RNA-mediated transposition

SINE

RNA
reverse transcription

Retroposon insertion method developed by Norihiro Okada in 1990s
Retroposons such as SINE and LINE  are inserted randomly into a genome. If the same retroposon is found in the same locus in different species,  then  the insertion must have occurred in the common ancestor of the two species. (Independent insertion in the same locus must be very rare.)

?

Boreotheria
(Laurasia)

Xenarthra (South America)

Afrotheria
(Africa)

Nishihara, Hasegawa,
& Okada (2006) 
PNAS 103, 9929
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Boreotheria

Phylogeny of Eutheria
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?

Collection of exon sequences from database
1. Extraction of all exon sequences >200 bp from the human genome database
2. Removal of duplicated (paralog) sequences from the human data
3. Search of the armadillo (Xenarthra) and elephant (Afrotheria) genomic data for homologs of the human exons
4. Collection of the homologous exons from other mammalian genomic data
5. Alignment of all the sequences and removal of ambiguous nucleotide sites 
 1,011,870 bp of 2,789 protein-encoding genes from 9 eutherian species and 1 marsupial (opossum)
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NJ tree of concatenated 1,011,870 nucleotides  

AfrotheriaXenarthra
Boreotheria

Boreotheria
Long branch

Boreotheria monophyly (supported strongly by the retroposoninsertion and ML analyses) was not reproduced by the NJ and MPanalyses. This is probably due to the long-branch-attraction artifactof the long mouse/rat lineage.

Afrotheria
Xenarthra

NJ tree of concatenated 337,290 amino acids
Even when amino acid sequences are used, the NJ and ML give  a wrong tree. 

Boreotheria

Boreotheria
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Boreotheria

ML tree of concatenated 1,011,870 nucleotides (GTR + G model) 

Xenarthra
Afrotheria

Tree-3:
Xenarthra/Afrotheria cladewas supported with 100%BP!   

100

100

コドン座位間のrateの違い考慮
Strong support for Tree-3 holds even when partition among the 3 codon positions,
which takes account of the rate difference among codon positions, are done as follows:
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But how about the amino acid analysis?
ML tree of concatenated 337,290 amino acids (JTT + G model) 

Boreotheria

Afrotheria
Xenarthra

became ambigous

Tree-1:
Basal-Afrotheria

Nucleotide analysis 

Boreotheria

Afrotheria
Xenarthra

Stronger support of Tree-1 which was rejected by the concatenated nucleotide analysis

Tree-1:
Basal-Afrotheria

How about the codon-substitution model? (A triplet codonrather than a nucleotide is regarded as a unit of molecular evolution) ML tree of concatenated 337,290 codons
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Our large concatenated dataset is very sensitive to the assumed model in rooting the eutherian tree.

Our large concatenated dataset is very sensitive to the assumed model in rooting the eutherian tree.

Akaike Information Criterion: AIC = -2xlnL + 2x(#parameters)
The model with minimum AIC can be regarded as the best model
Although Tree-3 was strongly supported by some model, Tree-1 is 
preferred by the better model in terms of AIC.

Partition among 3 codon positions:     100.0     78         7,839,178.0
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We next carried out ML analysis with the separate model, which takes account of 
the heterogeneity among different genes by assigning different parameters to 
different genes, then the support was changed to Tree-1, consistently with the 
amino acid & codon analyses.

Nucleotide sequence analyses (GTR + G)

A
A

A
A

B
B

B B

C

C

C

C

D
D

D
D

proportional
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Amino acids

Separate analyses of 2,789 genes

Tree-1 is robustly supported irrespective of the model if the difference 
among genes is taken into account by the separate analysis.

Akaike Information Criterion: AIC = -2xlnL + 2x(#parameters)The model with minimum AIC can be regarded as the best model.
Tree-1 is preferred by both concatenate and separate analyses of amino acid sequences, but the better model in terms of AIC, that is the separate analysis, gives higher resolution.
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Conclusion
• The strong support of Tree-3 by the concatenated analysis of nucleotide sequences is probably an artifact due to neglect of heterogeneity of tempo & mode among different genes.
• This may often be a problem in phylogenetic analyses of genome-scale data.
• Tree-1 is the most likely tree from the 1Mbp data, but the best available model cannot exclude an alternative tree, particularly Tree-2. Therefore, the rooting problem of eutherian mammals still remains unresolved even with the genome-scale analysis.
• Probably, two branchings among the three major groups of eutherian mammals occurred successively in a short time interval.

22 loci 25 loci 21 loci

(2009) PNAS
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Configuration of continents 105Ma
北方獣類 Boreotheria

異節類 Xenarthra
（南米獣類）

アフリカ獣類 Afrotheria

Root

The branchings 
occurred almost 
simultaneouly.

Breakup of Gondwana
(a) 130 Ma (b) 105 Ma

(c) 75 Ma (d) 45 Ma
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Longer sequences or more taxa?
• The model misspecification gives a serious effect when taxon sampling is sparse.
• On the other hand, dense taxon sampling could relieve bised estimation by model misspecification．

100

83

Fying lemur evolved within Primates?
Tarsier is a basal lineage in Primates?
Mitogenome analyses are often misleading in estimating a tree．
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Dense taxon sampling 
could give a correct 
tree.
463 species tree of 
Eutheria by  RAxML

Wu et al. (2014)

Wu et al. (2014)

Flying lemur is a sister-group of 
primates

Tarsier is a sister-group of 
simian.

SimiformesPrimates
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Wu et al. (2014)

歯
ク
ジ
ラ

ヒ
ゲ
ク
ジ
ラ

Sperm whale

長谷川政美(2011) 改変
「新図説・動物の起源と進化」

八坂書房
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有鱗目・センザンコウ

食肉目

長谷川政美(2011) 改変
「新図説・動物の起源と進化」

八坂書房

Wu et al. (2014)

T1C1: 1 Tupai + 1 Colugo
T2C3: 2 Tupais + 3 Colugos 

T1C1

Effect of the density of taxon sampling
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• Poaceae (イネ科)consists of about 10,000 species, and is one of the most flourishing group in Angiosperm. This group includes the most important crops such as rice, wheat and maize.
• It has been known since the early study (Gaut et al., J. Mol. Evol. 35, 292(1992)) that evolutionary rate of mtDNA  of Poaceae is higher than that of palms(ヤシ) which also belong monocots. This was attributed to the difference of the generation time, but the details have been unknown.

Grasses (イネ科:一年生) の葉緑体
遺伝子はPalms (ヤシ：多年生)の遺
伝子よりも進化速度が速い。世代時

間が関係している？
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Recently, chloroplast 
genomes have been 
sequenced from many plant 
species, particularly 
angiosperms.

> >

Both the non-synonymous and 

synonymous rates are higher 

in Poaceae than in other 

groups.

Typha
ガマ

(Bananaショウガ目)

Non-syn. Synonymous

イネ科
イネ目

単子葉
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w = Non-synonymous/Synonymous rate

• Since synonymous substitutions do not experience sever constraints, the rate must be higher than that of non-synonymous substitutions which are under functional  constraints when the neutral theory holds. 
 w <1

• When positive selection is operating (adaptive evolution), w >1 could hold.

The w ratio is widely used in detecting adaptive 
evolution. Is the rate acceleration of grasses 
correlated with the w ratio change? 
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A pronounced increase of w ratio 
occurred in the common ancestral 
branch of Poaceae, followed by 
reversion in the terminal branches. 

> >

High w-ratio can be interpreted in two different ways
• Relaxation of constraints
• Possibility of positive selection (adaptive evolution)
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w > 1 is usually regarded as an evidence 
of positive selection, but since the analysis 
averages over the entire genomes, we 
would not get such a high value even if 
positive selection is operating in some 
parts of some proteins. Therefore, we 
apply the branch-site model to detect 
these parts.
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gene LRT Positively selected sites (Candidates)
atpE 0.0484 2TK, 17SC, 41AN, 64MW, 132VW
cemA 0.0021 55NR, 76YK, 161WF, 190IF, 204IC
clpP 0.0081 26RV, 48VT, 86FT, 112IP, 134ER, 182TD
rpoB 0.0352 90RF, 338GK, 1026GN
rps11 0.0082 54VP, 62AS, 82AR, 105LS, 115RA, 120LR

Branch-site test of positive selection in the 
common ancestral grass branch

This list should be regarded as merely candidates of positively selected sites, and 
additional evidence  should be given with the structural biological or experimental
analyses in order to be identified as positively selected sites.


